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REAL I{UMBER SYSTEIVI

Introduction

The basic in mathernatics is numbers. The usage of worcls ancl

numbers are always changing. What are the differences? Number is

an abs'r,ract concept that is illustrated or,rr mind and the symbol used

to represent these are called digits. Can you give an example to

differentiate?

The basic in real number system is set, which we hnd learlcd in

Chapter 1. In this chapter, we will study the real set number ancl

their characteristics. The eristence of real nr-rmber subsets ancl its

importance will be studied and also the operations of arlcling,

subtraction, multiplication and division.

j Rt ttre end of this chapter' students should be able to:

: f . State set N,W, Z, Q,,H and P with the relationship among them.
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Draw the line number and find an estimated value for an
inequality.

Understand the estimation of absolute value and find the
absolute value.

Identify severa] basic operations for real numbers like closure of
an axiom, equality axiom and real number axiom'

Differentiate and und.erstand inequality like ), (, ), {.

Understand the characLeristics ol l,heorem inequality and
types of interval, which is open interval, close interval. half
open interval and half close interval.
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RAAL i\U1VIBAR SYSTEM
Subsets of real number

Natural number set (N) or counted number

N = {1,2.3,4,.....}

b) Real set number (W)

W= {0,1,2,8,4,.....} o, W= {0} v {I,2,3,4,.....\

lntegerset (Z)

Z = {...
=!

d) Ratio set number (e)

It is found that every integer number is a ratio number because all
integer numbers can be written as the resuit of dividing the
numbers with 1. or the ratio numbers can be estimated as

Q = { x I proportion numbers that represent x whether it is repeated
ended]

Example Decimal number ended

1
-ntr- W.r,,

2

! = t.2s
6

Example Decimal number repeated

= 0.3333...
I
;
tl

1
--=

6
- 0.1666...



Therefore, the relationship between all subsets of real
represented in a diagram as follows:

Reol Number System

0.151515... to a ratio number.

x = 0.1515...

100x = 15.1515..

100x-x=15

99x = 15

Example Change

Let

15*= 
gg

The relationship between the different
Iearned is

of numbers that we had

5

oo

sets

e) Non Ratio set number (H or Q')

H = {x I x is a decimal number that not ended and
repeated)

OR
Q' = {* | x non ratio number}

Example
e = 2.7182818..., ir

Notice that non ratio numbers

f) Real number set (R)

numbers can be

= 3.!415926..., Jt = 7,4I42L35,..

are not ended or repeated.

R={xlxeQorxeH}
-QuH

g; Positive Real Number

R*-{xeR:x>0}

Negative Real Number

p ={xeR:x<0}



NqWs gQcR.

Ratio Num'bef
non- integers

Real Number
W = {Or1r2r3r4r..,..}
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Prime number set

{x I x is positive integer nu,mbers (x+1) that can be divided by 1 and
its own number)
= t2, 3, 5, 7,11,13,17,I9,23...)

Composite number set

{x I x is positive number (x+1) and not a prime number}
= {4, 6, 8, 9, 70,I2,L4,I5,...}

Theorem:

Ali composite number can be factorised uniquely as a
product of prime numbers.

1A-2xB
t4=2x7, 56*23x7 * Ix2ax7 * Lzx}sxT * Lsx23x7
36=22x32

This is not consistent with above theorem as it is not unique.

o 1 is not a composite number and not a prirne nurnber.

Many mathematicians are interested in prime number. Many researches
had been done in the area of this number.

WEBSITES CORNER

Surf this website or any suitable websites, and try to list several
mathematicians (at least 4 person) that had studied about prime
numbers. Discuss briefly their contributions with the help of a friend.

htto://www- eroups. dcs. st-
and.ac.uk/-history/HistTopics/Prime numbers.html

s)

h)



a)

b)

2. Number Line

Number Line is used to represent all real numbers. One straight
line with the suitable length is drawn. The iength of the infinity line is
on both directions. Choose any point on the line to represent origin 0.

Mark the points with the same interval on this line at the right and
left side of the origin to represent the positive and negative integers.

All point on the line (including the marking point) on the left and
right side represent the positive real numbers and negative real
numbers. Therefore, real nurnbers fulfiiled the real number line.

c) Coordinate is a point in the number line that tells about real
numbers.

Negative numbers Positive numbers

Example

Draw the number line for

i) t 2. -i .5. r,213.12j

-1.5 213 "11 n
r I '; Ii*r\.

o-{-*"""*""*-L*5--"0*- i- "o. r. e* { -- *"*-- e-* -*
-3-2-10123

Example

Draw the number line for each set below:

01
{orlgrn

r)

ii)
iiil

r;x : xeZ and x between -2 and 2|
{x:xeR and-3<x<3}
{x:xeN and x>3}
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Solution:

i) {x : xeZ and x between -3 and 2) = {-2, -1, 0, 1}

-2o
-? 

) -1

{x : xeR and-3 . x< 3} = {-3 < x< 3}

iii) {x:xeN and x>3}=

i>
4-1

{4,5,6,...'l

345678...

3. Absolute Value

Numbers has symmetry property at the origin. Three units to right
of the origin will bring us to number 3, and three ,nits to left
origin will bring us to -3.

l-3 l=3 ,l 3l=3

-3-2-1072s
The idea for how far the number from the origin is call absolute
value for that number. For example absolute value for 3 is 3,
absolute value for -3 is 3, and absolute value for zero is zero and
written as:

l3l=3 l0l=0 l3t=3



3. 1 Absolute Value Defrnition:

For all real numbers a.
(a

rar -{
Example L -a

a)0

a<0

l5l=5
l-5 l=-(S)=$

If a and b represent any real number, therefore:

1. la Inotnegative. i.e la l>0& lal=O<>a=O

2. lal=l-al
3. I a-b I = I b-a l,therefore

a-b and b-a are mutually opposite

4. la12=a2
5. la-b l=0ea=b

3.2 Distances between Two Points

Absolute value also can be use to get the distance between two points. For

example the distance between M and N is 4 units and it can be calculated

using whether l-1- 3 | or I 3 -( -1) | .

MN

1

Generally, the distance between two points xr and x2 can be determined

I xr-xz I or I xz -xr l.

PRACTICE CORNER

1. Insert the appropriate symbol in order to make each of t
statements below true.

a)NWb)
c)Had)

2. List down the elements of the

integer more than -2)

WZ
NZ

set{a I a is a ratio number a
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4. Basic Operation of Real Number

Axiom is a statement that we assume is true without proving.

a) Axiom Equality

Assuming that a, b, c e R

i) Reflexive property

ii) Symmetry property

iiil Transitive property

iv) Replacementproperty

a=a

a=bthereforeb=a

If a = b and b = c therefore a = c.

dbv

If a = b, therefore a can be repiaced with
of the statement.

b) Real Number Axiom

b without denying the truth

Assuming that a, b, c e R

i) Closure Property: a*b eR, ab eR

ii) Comrnutative Property: a*b = b+a; ab - ba

iii) Associative Property : (a + b) * c = a + (b + c)

(ab)c = aftc)

An operation is when two elements are used to produce the third
element.

c) Operations for Real Numbers are:

i) Addition operation:If 4,9 e R, therefore 4 + 9 = 18

ii) Subtraction is written in front the symbol -, iike B - 2 = 6

iii) Multiplication is written in many ways, for example 2 x B, 2.g,

2(8) and (2)(8) represent the product for 2 and 8. when writing

the product that involved variabies such as x and y, the operation

symbol is not written. tr'or example, xy is a product of x and y.

iv) Division of a and b is written as a -b or !
h



The set of Real numbers together with its operations and its reiations

forms the Real number systern.

d) Adding and Multiplication Law

Fora,b,ceR,

Commutative Law : a*b = b+a (adding)

ab = ba (multiplication)

Associative Law : (a+b )+c = a+(b+c)

(ab)c=a(bc)

Identity Law

. Adding Identity: unique real number exists, 0 so that until
a*0=aand0*a=a

Multiplication Identity: unique real number exists, 1 so that
until a.1 = a and 1.a = a

Inverse Law

. Adding inverse

unique real number exists -a so that until a+(-a) = Q

and(-a)*a=0.
-a is called negative for a

o Multiplicationinverse

If a * 0 therefore unique real number exists 1
a

so that

l1.):land(-)a=1
aa

I
a

is called reciprocal of a.

a(
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5. Identity Property
i) trxist one element 0e R with

a*0=o and0+a=a
ii) Exist one element 1e R with,

axI=1xa*a
6. Distribution Property

a(b+c)=ab+ac
(b+c)a=balca

7. Inverse Property
a. Exist-a e Rwith. a + (-a) = (-a) + a= 0

1

b. If a + 0, therefore exist one element I e R with
CI

11ctx-= xa=I
aa

From + we get - ;

a,be R, a-6=2+(-b)
From x we get + ;

a,beRwithb+0,a+b= 1

i
Theorern

If a, b, c, d e R, therefore

t
ii)

Proof:

i) a+c=a+c
2+s=f*s

iil -(-a) = -(-a) + 0

a

h

= -(-a) + (-a + a)

= [-(-a) + (-a)] + a

=0+a
=a

(reflexsive)

(commutative)

(identity)

(inverse)

(associative)

(inverse)

If a = b, therefore a * c = b * c

-(-a)=a
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<;#" ,, 7# One of the

omozing gomes in

the world in fhe 80's

wos the Rubik

cube, which wos

I invented by Erno Rubik,,

o professor from
Hungory. He wonted
his students to
experienced
understqnding the
three dimension

concepts.

One of the raosons

why the gome wos very
diff icult is thot it hod

43,252,003,274,489,
856,000 (43 guintillion)
possible combinotion
of movements. ft was

found thot Rubik cube

followed the propanty

of (6roup theory) thot
is:

The movement followed
the closure property
thot is how it rotate,
the result must be bock

to it's own set. Every
movernent hove the
inverse,and the
identity of the moving

, is exist, The movement
slso followed the low

of distribution ond
qssociqtive,

If a, b, c, d e R show that
(a + b) (c + d) = ac *bc + ad +bc

(a +b) (c + d) = (a *b) c + (a +b) d

PROPERTY OF REAL NUMBER

Example

5+9-r4
(0.2)(0.3)=6.66

11.,1! Lt)
q.-)
Jtl

qqEc.q)q
(2+l)+$=2+(3+5)
(5x2) x4=$x(2x4)

2(8+6)=(2xB)+(2x6)
2(B-3)=(2xB)-(2x 3

8. Closure Property

To determine other numbers that has closure property for adding and
subtraction.

Exarnple

1. Does N has closure property for + and - ?

Foradding(+),b e N, a*b eN Va, b e N
Forsubtraction (-):a, b e N, a-b itis notnecessarily Nmembers

Solution:

Example 5-B=-3eN
.'. N closure under + and not closure under -

Example

Solution:

- (ac + bc) + (ad + bd)

= ac+bc+ad+bd

Type of property Explanation

2. Comrnutative a+b=b*a
ab=ba

3. Associative (a+b)+c=a+(b+c)
(ab)c=aftc)

4. Distributive a(b+c)=26au.
a(b-c)=2fo-2s

5. Identity 2*Q=Q*g=2 5+0-0+5-5
2/1\=ft\2=2
2 (3)+(-2) 3=0=(-2. 3)+2 (3)

n(!)=1=(1!,t,'t2' 12'

6.Inverse a+(-a)=Q-(-a)+a
11

a(-)=1-( -)a, a+0
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Attention:
o<x>b
srd
o>x< b

J.lot ollowed,

crd do not r 
'

hove any
tneoning

9. Inequality

$ymbol Meaning
more than
less than
more than or equal
less than or equal

Reql Number System

Example

2. Determine whether setz has closure property for these operations *

a*b= (a+b)
ab

Givena,beZ,is axbeZ?

Solution:

Say that
a=5,b=2

,5+27-axD=_-_ 41)5(2) 10
therefore a*b eZ

.'. Z does not have closure property for operation *

Example

3. Given that set R has the closure property for operation O under
x@Y=x*Y*1

Determine whether @ is a commutative property.

Giventhatx@y=x*y*1
Toshowthaty@x=x@y

Y @ x 

:i;ll1 t 'o*-"tative in R)

a)
b)
c)
d)

a)
b)
c)

For anytwo realnumbers a, beR, maybe a =b or a >b or a <b

Example

Symbol Meaning
x>5 xmorethan5
x < 3 x less than or equal to 3

-2 < x <3 x more than -2 and less than 3



nFheore:r:.:

a) a>b &b >c, therefore a>c
b) a>bthereforea+c>b*c
c) Ifa >b & c > d, therefore a * c >b + d
d) Ifa >b andc > 0, therefore ac >bc
e) Ifa >b and c < 0, therefore ac <bc
0 If a and b, both positively if or both negatively and a > b

therefore
11
ab

10. trnterval

In geometry method, an interval is a segment of iine'

Ifa<b,therefore

i) Closure interval from a to b is set
{xl a<x<b1=[a,b1

ii) Open interval from a to b is set
{xl a(x (b}= (a,b)

iii) Half open interval and half closure interval from a to b is
set
{xl a<x<b}=[a,b)
{xl a<x<b}=(a,b]

iv) Infinite interval

xl
xl
xl

x>a)=(a,*co)
x>a)=[a,*co]
x<b)-(-*,b)
xSb)-(-*,b)
x is a real number ) = ( -oo , +oo )

{xl
{xl
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Ifa < b, therefore
i) Closure interval from a to b is set

{x la<x<b}=[a,b]

Open interval from a to b is
{x la<x<b}=(a,b)

iil) [a,b)={x la<x<b}

iv) (a,bl ={x la<x<b}

v) Infinite interval;

(a,+co)={x lx>a}
(-*,bl={xl x<b}

Example

1. 1. A screw must have a measurement of 1.25cm with an allowed error of
0.05cm.

a) What is the longest and shortest measurement?
b) Built a graph for an allowed measurement set.

Solution:

a) Say that x is the length of the screw
1.25 -0.05 < x < 1.25 + 0.05

1.2<x<1.3
b) <..1'.1Lffi|t'4"..'

2. IQ for a people is, I, found when dividing the mental age, M (is
determine through standard test),with chronology LgE, c, and
multiply this ratio with 100.

1= looM
c

If IQ for a group of children age 9 years old is in range 80 < I < 145,
what is their mental ages range, M to one decimal point?

ii)



Solution:

Given

80 < I <r45 I = t00M c=9

therefore 80 < l00M <I45--T
g

80x - <M<145x9/100
100

.'.7.2<M<13.1

Mental ages are in range from 7.2 years old to 13 years old.

PRACTICE CORNER

1. State whether these statements are true or false.
a) If x e Q and y € Q , therefore x + y e Q.
b) Ifx e N andy € N, therefore x + y e N.
c) If x e N and y e N, therefore x-y e N.

Try these
guestions wi

the help'from
your fiiends.
comportn9 yow
answers with

Answers

1. a) true
b) true
c) false

2.a)(i)
(iii)

b) (i)
(iii)

c) (i)
(iir)

2. Given
il [=
ii) A-
iii) A-

onswers given

x:x2-3x-4=0)
x:x2-5=0)
2x2-3x+1 =0)

List all the
a)xeN

elements in set A when
b)xeZ , c)xeQ

3. Write the inverse towards adding for real numbers
15, ^ , -3, P, -q'
2

4. Write the inverse towards the multiplication for real numbers
528 1

7 , --1, --l t - - , i-ri , --435n

4) (ir){ }
1l

4 , -1) (ii) {
1l

{4,-U (iil{ }
{1,!}

2

I
3. -5, l, 3, -p, e.

2

w)7,4,-3,
7s 2

_1,1,-n
8m

v) (a) not commutative
(b) not associative

5. Given that x*Y = 1r
binarv operation, *

a) commutative,

, x and y is a positive integer . State whether the
,is

b) associative, or not .
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DISCUSSION CORNER

Find the range for x value for each inequalitv below:.

(x+2)(x-1Xx+3)<0
(x-2)2(x+1)<0
x3+3x2-4>0

Find the range of values for x that satisfied every inequality for these

below:

Aa) ^ )2-x
x+3'

b) 4-5x,,
I-2x'

c) tn )z*-,x-2'
d;13-ax, 3s

x-1 x-3

Draw on a line number all values for x, xe R, that satisfied the
conditions below:

a) x>5andx<9
b) b) x< 4orx>7
c) 2x-4<16andx*4>6
d) 6-x<10andBx-3<9

Solve every inequality below. Give the answers in set form.

a) x2>9
b) x2*2x+1 >0
c) x(x + 1) < -2(2x+ 3)
d) 5x2<3x*2

'@ ffiw.w

1)

a)
b)
c)

2\

3)

4)

t ritr
a:l*
;, qdt

f j1E

t jd.'



TUTORIAL CORNER

1. Determine whether these are true (T) or faise (F).

Try,l. ,i.,, ,,,',

thaS.e,i..i,..,.,,

que$tig.ns,

a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

1 e {{I},2}
{1}e{i}
{2) e{L,2}
{2) s {1, {2}, {3}}
{o}e 0

0 z* cQ,
s) QnR=qh) zvQ- z
i) Z+wzr=Z
j) ZcW

2. Determine whether these are true (T) or false (F).

3. State whether each statements are true (T) or false (F).

a) {2}e {2}b) {o}} s 0c) 0-0
d) 2 c. {2)
e) S.{p}

a)3={3}
b)3e{3}
c)2c{3}
d) {3} c {3}

0 Zc.W
s) Nc R
h) 0.25 e R
i) {0}} c {2,3}j) WcN

e)0c{0}
00=o
g) 3 e {3,4}
h) 3 c {3,4}

i) {a}c {{41,4}
il a e {{4},4}
k) {2, {8}} c {2,8,9}
l) {x : xe+2x*1=0} c

{x:x3+1 =0}

4. Given that B - {x : x integer between 0 and 20 (not including)}. By
using the symbol e or G, state the relationship for each number
with set B.

a)1
b)5

'' ' 
'j: 

::r :illi

',: ]6o I tol p1ggg,, 
;11, I

,59:;1i,.,,,i,,.,,i.r:.111;,

l'a1n*o1a..'1,1,.,t.,:,.

. youi. ', , .,,, :,,,, 
..

AnSwerS,r,""r'

5. By using the definition of absolute value, simplify these statemen

a) l-+-*'l
b) lz"-ol

6. Write these set by listing the elements
{ x : x are the even numbers between 10 and 20 (not including) }
{x:x2-3x*2=O\

7. List down the elements produce from these inequalities (in set)
represent it in line number.

c) -2
d) 16

-2<x<5)
-2<x<5)
-2<x<5)

e) 35
f) 100

a) {xeR
b) {xeZ
c) {xeZ*
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PAST YEAR QUESTIONS CORNER

1. a)

b)

c)

Solve the equation I x- 1l = 2x1 4

Solve the inequality -1< 4 - 5x < 14.
Then, draw the number iine for the solution.
Change 0.2828282.... to ratio.

Answers

and x-

lx- 1l =2x14
x-1=1(2x+4)
x-1='2x+4
-x=5
x= -5

| = -2x-4
DX_-D

x=-1

<4-5x3 74
<-5x< 10
(; <1

c) saythat c=O.282828....

100 c = 28.282828...
l-00c - c= 28.282828... - 0.282828....

99c = 28
Therefore

28c= 
-99

a)

b) -1
-5
-2

0*1-2_o

:

WE

JYI
1

BSITE CORNER

http : //www. helpalggbra. com/onlinebook/realnumberslzstem, htm



AIISWERS F'OR TUTORIAL CORNER

1.a)Fb)F c)F d)

2.a)Fb)F c)T d)

3.a)Fb)B c)F d)
k) r r) r

4.a) e b) e c) e d)

0F s)r h)F

f)F s)T h)T

0r s)r h)r

f)e

F

F

T

i)F j)F

i)F J)F
l

i)r j)r

e)F

e)F

e)T

e)e

5. a) l-+-xr1- l-(4+xr)l
= 4*x2

I z"-a
b) l2x_61= t 6_2x

rt
if

x>3
x<3

6.

7.

11 r\
lL, 2J

a) @'"{"'-"'"'"'"-''"'r

-205
b) {-1, 0, 1,2,3, 4}

-1 012 34 5

c) ft,2,3,4\

01234 5


